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A large percentage of those critics â€” maybe a half, maybe two thirds â€” will say the BMW i.
Sure, the critics are biased. For the price, the i comes about as close as you can get to a sports
car with four doors. So with its redesigned model, BMW tried to make the 3 Series more
comfortable for passengers. The new i is roomier, smoother and quieter than ever. Indeed, BMW
has done such a good job making the i a pleasant place to spend time that a few of those critics
might say the car has gotten a little too refined. Over the next two years the company will roll
out coupes, convertibles and an M3 â€” the true hot rod of compact sedans â€” based on the
new 3 Series chassis. But for now the range is limited to two four-doors models: the i, with a
revised 2. Its wheelbase is 1 inch longer, while its overall length has increased 1. In practical
terms, the change is most obvious in the cabin. Interior volume has increased 5 cubic feet, and
the extra space translates into more rear leg and shoulder room. Nearly every part in the i has
been improved. The suspension components are lighter, yet stronger. There are new vibration
dampening devices throughout the car, including hydraulic mounts for the differential and front
suspension. The styling is a fresh turn on a classic look. The traditional quad headlamps are
enclosed in aerodynamic covers; the roofline is longer, and more gracefully integrated into the
rear deck. Fitting a higher level of refinement throughout the car, the i looks a little more
elegant, although its appearance is as striking as ever. Along with standard front and front
side-impact airbags, the 3 Series gets head protection airbags that deploy from the headliner
along the length of both sides of the cabin. Rear side-impact airbags are optional. With all 3
Series models, the purchase price includes scheduled maintenance for three years or 36, miles
â€” a perk often reserved for more expensive cars. The most frequent complaints about the old i
centered on its Spartan interior, which, for the money, looked just a little too cheap. A new
two-tone finish addresses that complaint. The dashboard and door panels are richer in
appearance, and much more appealing to the eye. Different trim packages offer a choice of
Myrtle wood inserts or plastic that looks like polished aluminum. The instrument panel still
features the orange backlighting BMW enthusiasts swear by. In design, the dashboard is less
directly focused on the driver, and opened more toward the front passenger. In short order, the
audio and cruise control buttons on the steering-wheel hub become second nature to operate.
The only real source of gripes is the shallow cupholders in the center console; they seem more
like an afterthought for the North American market than a thoughtfully designed tool. With an
electronic beep, this system warns the driver of low objects that might be invisible from the
cabin during parking maneuvers. The sport seats that come with the optional Sport Package are
superb, adding more side bolstering for the hard driving this BMW thrives on. The back seat is
roomy enough for two adults during a night on the town three in a pinch , but bear in mind that
this sedan is a compact. If rear cabin space is a priority, you can find more for the same money
elsewhere. Yet for all its high-rev power, the i is surprisingly strong at lower engine speeds.
Beyond that, gear changing is a smooth, satisfying operation, and, boy, is this sedan fast. The i
hits 60 mph from a stop in 6. It also allows the suspension to work at its best. It handles curves
with aplomb, and keeps its composure, always gripping, through the most aggressive cornering
maneuvers. It also has two BMW trademarks polished to a luster: brakes that stop the car right
now, and a high level of ride comfort for its cornering capabilities. The ride is anything but stiff.
Enthusiast drivers prefer rear-wheel drive because, in a car with a good power-to-weight ratio
like the i, they can actually steer the car by sending a burst of power to the back wheels. The
payback for this added element of control can be a skittish rear end on slick surfaces, or a
condition known as oversteer. One of the best things about the i is that passengers can ride in
smooth, quiet comfort, nearly oblivious to the great time the driver is having. Other cars in this
price range surpass the i in significant areas. The Oldsmobile Aurora has far more room inside.
The Lexus ES is smoother, and as quiet as an attack submarine in stealth mode. Yet with a
thorough redesign for the model year, BMW has closed the gap in areas where the i previously
fell short, and eliminated any discrepancy in others. You must be logged in to post a comment
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all about performance, but during the last two decades, BMWs have also come to the attention
of those looking for prestige. This last group has had a profound impact on the company's
fortunes, making BMW the second-best selling German manufacturer in the United States.
Things have changed since , including the name of BMW's smallest line of cars. Since , BMW
has referred to these models as the 3-Series, and for the model year, the i and i sedans receive a
complete redesign. Next year, expect the remainder of the lineup to follow suit. The coupe,
hatchback and convertibles do receive some new equipment for , though. The is Coupe and i
Convertible get an option change on their Sport Packages, which includes new inch alloy
wheels and the M sport three-spoke steering wheel. The is Coupe has new standard Streamline
alloy wheels and its Sport Package adds the M steering wheel and the M-aero package, which
includes a front spoiler, rear air diffuser, side skirts and wide body side moldings with "M"

badging. Look for the same changes to the i Convertible's Sport Package as well as its standard
leather upholstery. This drop top's Premium Package also includes new Yew wood trim and an
on-board computer. While many things have changed in the past 20 years, some things luckily
have not. BMW is still recognized as a marque of high quality and affluence. The two-door
models available in the manufacturer's 3-Series lineup have some nice interior enhancements
this year, but wait until for the cosmetic changes that are likely to win your business, if not your
heart. I'm now convinced that there is a strange and mystical laboratory somewhere deep within
the walls of BMW's industrial complex. A secret place kept hidden from prying spy cameras and
nosey automotive journalists. This special work area must be filled with a level of exotic decor
and wondrous machinery that would no doubt rival a scene out of Willie Wonka and the
Chocolate Factory. To fully appreciate the sorcery contained within these walls, you must first
realize that I'm not talking about wind tunnels or computer animations or even high-speed test
tracks, though I'm sure BMW has access to all of those tools as well. No, this magical place
goes beyond mere mathematical formulas or intense focus groups and taps into a realm that
few automotive companies even know exists. And how can I be so certain of this otherworldly
presence? That's easy; I've driven the new 3. Before I get into the new 3 Series, I want to pay
proper homage to the "old" 3 Series which, by the way, will still be available throughout the
model year in coupe and convertible form. Since , the 3 Series has presented driving
enthusiasts with a midpriced sports sedan unmatched in pure road-going thrill. Whether it was
the comfortable, competent i or the dynamic, uncompromising M3, BMW's E36 platform gave its
drivers the kind of vehicular experience that few automobiles, at any price, could match.
Telepathic road-feel, precise steering feedback and racetrack-inspired shifting action; these
made up the core characteristics of the E36 3 Series. If BMW hadn't changed a thing on this
model line, it would have remained competitive for several years. But BMW doesn't like to
compete--they like to dominate. And that's exactly what the new, E46 platform 3 Series is going
to do: dominate the Sports Sedan class. By addressing the old platform's weak points while
simultaneously enhancing its strengths, BMW has "evolutionized" what was already a superb
car. The most obvious changes to the new 3 Series come by way of its reshaped body and
include a new front end, wider wheel arches, and a more rounded roofline. The headlights now
feature "cut outs" below the lenses which emphasize the traditional BMW quad headlight
design. This not only gives the new platform a distinctive look, but also improves headlight
performance by 30 percent. Between the tall wheels, short tires, and exaggerated wheel arches,
our Steel Blue i looked like it had just finished doing hot laps on a Super Touring race circuit.
The car garnered a fair amount of looks while driving through West L. But Bimmers aren't just
about style. If they were, we'd have to group them in with all those other cars that lose their
appeal once you slide behind the wheel. Thankfully, BMW knows that in a vehicle class as
competitive as the current Sport Sedan arena, good looks will take you only so far. Of all the
traits on which a vehicle can be judged, performance and functionality are the two key aspects
that define the success of a sport sedan. In terms of performance, the previous 3 Series was
already successful and, for this reason, BMW decided to make only moderate changes to what
was already a class-leading design. Both the i and i receive improvements to their respective
drivetrains. Among these are a lighter aluminum block, a more advanced variable valve timing
system called Double VANOS , and a dual resonance intake system. Taken together, these
advances result in higher torque numbers at lower engine rpm. Previously, maximum torque
was achieved at 3, rpm, but the new 2. This makes for a noticeable increase in throttle response
as well as better acceleration numbers. In the new i, horsepower is up by three, for a total of at
5, rpm. This was good enough to sling our five-speed equipped test unit from zero-to mph in
just 6. If you're not the shifting type, a five-speed automatic that features BMW's Adaptive
Transmission Control already found in the 7 and 5 Series will be available in the new 3 Series.
Aiding in overall vehicle performance is a body structure that is almost twice as resistant to
torsional bending as was the E36 platform. Combined with a stronger and lighter set of
suspension components, a wider track and a refined suspension geometry, the new 3 Series
handles even better than its already stellar predecessor. Aluminum now makes up What about
the magic I spoke of earlier? This is where it manifests itself. It's in the clairvoyant suspension
that seems to meet, evaluate and dispose of each road imperfection during the split-second
they're in contact with each other. Certainly the smooth-revving and torquey six is a joy, but it's
in the spiritualistic suspension that BMW let its wizards run wild. Maybe the new has better
feedback and maybe the Viper provides more ultimate stick, but only the new 3 has mastered
the art of bringing all aspects of superior handling together in one comfortable, confident
package. And comfortable it is. The new car boasts five more cubic feet of interior space with
some of the biggest improvements coming in rear leg 0. The stiffer and smoother body, plus the
smoother engine, contribute to less road noise and a more tranquil atmosphere that is almost

on par with the 5 and 7 Series. Interior touches like the brushed aluminum trim, one-touch
power window switches for all four doors , ambiance lighting, improved automatic climate
controls and power driver's seat with three-position memory bump the i up several levels in the
luxury-car food chain. CBC is specifically capable of modulating the brake pressure separately
at each wheel to keep the vehicle from sliding sideways under hard braking while in a turn. I felt
the system kick in only once during a spirited drive along twisting Mulholland Highway above
Los Angeles and, as advertised, it helped me stay on the proper side of the double yellow line
after entering a turn just a little too "hot. If one somehow manages to overcome the new 3's
idiot-proof driving systems, he can rest easy in the knowledge that three separate airbags are
waiting to inflate around him. Besides the standard issue, depowered front airbags, there are
also side airbags and the new Head Protection System HPS airbags that will protect the driver
and front passenger in the event of a serious impact. Rear-seat side airbags can be ordered as
an additional safety option and all-new 3 Series come with energy absorbing padding at the A-,
B- and C-pillars. So is there anything not to like about the new 3 Series? Of course! What kind of
automotive journalist would I be if I couldn't find something to gripe about? The steering-wheel
mounted buttons for changing radio stations are too small and, despite a well-designed center
console, there's no real storage bin to be found. I couldn't even find a compartment big enough
to hold cassettes, much less CDs. However, the change holder is one of the most innovative
pieces of work I've seen. Performance, luxury, roominess, safety and style. Proclaiming that the
new 3 Series "has it all" may sound like an overused cliche. Problem is, it's also the most
accurate way to describe BMW's latest wunderwagen. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle
from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified
a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used BMW 3 Series Sedan. Is it
better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the
way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Bigger and more luxurious than last year, the 3-Series should quell complaints about the former
model's only shortcoming. Not all the models get revised at the same time. Coupe and
convertible fans will have to make do with the former design. Other years. List Price Estimate.
ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the 3 Series for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up
for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. Read more. Write a review See all 90 reviews. Bought my 99 i in September of
with around k miles on it. I have the automatic base model which doesn't include power seats or
fog lamps. But has every other option such as leather and sunroof. Bought as a second car to
keep the miles down on my VW Passat. Overall not bad for a car bought cheap and is 14yrs old.
Drives like a dream. A little thirsty on gas for a 6 cyl engine. Read less. I have to say I was
pleased with all aspects of my i untill recently and coincidently when the balance of the
warranty ran out. That was when the "fun" began or around 50K. However, until recently, I really
had no problems to speak of that were truly serious. The sunroof was a major area of difficulty
and had to be repaired twice. Overall I love the car,
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but I do not think I would buy another one due to the high costs of frequent repairs. Long story
short. I wound up with this car by accident. I thought that I was buying something nice and
boring and maintenance free Itt ain't. These I bought one for my daughter things take some TLC;
but if you stay away from the dealers and do your own work, they're no more expensive than a
Pontiac got the bills from my wife's dealer. E46 - watch out for the cooling system. Radiators
and water pumps are plastic and die after years. Keep up the "routine" maintenance religiously.
Find a reasonably priced source of parts. I always had very good impression of BMWs, but
everything changed since I actually bought one. Worst part is it has no warranty on it. Now I'm
going to trade it in that for a much more reliable car. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact
Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 5 average Rating out of 2
reviews. Sponsored cars related to the 3 Series. Sign Up.

